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Preface

The Aral Sea has been a pivotal feature of the Central Asian landscape for
millennia, moderating the regional climate sufficiently to enable productive
agriculture and civilization. Massive evaporation from the sea's 64,000 km2

surface was lifted by the cold north winds and carried thousands of kilometers
to the Pamir and Tyan-Shan mountains, where it was deposited as snow. From
there, melting snows carried life-giving water throughout the Central Asian
plains.

In the 19605, Russian scientists and policy makers set out to drain the Aral
Sea and reclaim the drained basin for cotton production. Scientists claimed that
drying the Aral Sea would be far more advantageous than preserving it, that

productivity of the reclaimed land would more than make up for lost fisheries
and transportation industries, and that disappearance of the sea would not af
fect the region's landscape.

The result: the Aral Sea will disappear by the year 2010, leaving behind an
ecological and social desert. Massive irrigation projects in the region have re
duced the Aral Sea to less than 40% of its original volume and more than tripled
its salinity. Ground levels have subsided (in some areas by as much as 8 m) due
to groundwater pumping. More than 80% of the animals found in the region
have disappeared. Increasing wind erosion has covered agricultural land with
salt deposits from the newly exposed sea bed, and both daily and annual tem
perature ranges are increasing significantly. As a final injustice, draining the
Aral Sea has changed the regional climate sufficiently so that it can no longer
support the vital cotton crop for which the sea was originally sacrificed. The
amazing story of the Aral Sea is not unique to Russia: worldwide) scientists and
decision makers alike have a long way to go to understand the wide-ranging im
plications of managing water quality in a landscape.
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Preface xiii

a well-defined topic and contains appropriate reading material for a discrete
section of a class. Each begins with a chapter overview and concludes with a list

of review papers, texts, and primary journal articles that are suggested for fur

ther reading. A more extensive literature list, including all material referenced
in the chapters, is presented at the end of the book.

The nleasure of a text such as this one is its utility: a text for managers must
reflect the needs and experiences of its users. We urge our readers to write to us
so that we may improve the book.
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1
Water Quality Management:

An Evolving Field for
Changing Values

Overview

The ways in which a society manages water quality is a telling reflection of po
litical, cultural, and economic processes within that society. In many cases, the
same approaches are used by different nations to achieve notably different
goals. In other cases, differences in administrative traditions may cause coun
tries with virtually identical water quality value statements to adopt radically
different approaches toward implementing their goals. The variations in both
goals and approaches are reflected in the earliest stages of water quality man
agement: assigning use-oriented values to different water resources and plan
ning for implementation of goals based on those values.

All management decisions stem from the context of use-oriented goals.
Consequently, in societies dominated by development goals such as improving
riverways for transportation, constructing irrigation systems, and using water
for waste disposal, water quality management is generally an afterthought in the
planning process. Many societies around the globe, however, are no longer
driven by unchallenged development pressures. Most now recognize a broader
range of values, such as those involving public health, amenity, recreation, and
ecological integrity (e.g., "environmental" values). As these sometimes compat
ible and often competing uses are balanced, water quality management is mov
ing into a more primary position at the beginning of planning processes rather
than as a tail-end consequence.

\Vater quality management is, as a result) a very fluid phenomenon: as soci
ety and societal values change, new values must be reflected in management




























